A trial of automatic kidney detection in a dynamic renal study.
We developed an automatic kidney detection procedure designed to do away with extraneous margins such as the liver or spleen while leaving the kidney margins intact using Laplacian operations and concurrence calculations. We evaluated the detectability of kidneys using our procedures and found that the renal margins were successfully detected in 84 cases of 100 subjects (84%) including 176 kidneys out of a total of 198 kidneys (89%). It was shown that as the renal function decreased the detectability of the renal margin decreased. In eight cases (16 kidneys) out of 9 patients who later resultantly received hemodialysis even manual settings of the renal ROI were very difficult. After excluding these 8 cases the detectability was 92% for all the cases and 95% for the kidneys. It was our conclusion that this method is sufficient for clinical application.